
Races D6 / Stennes Shifter

Name: Stennes Shifter

Designation: Sentient

Classification: Near-Human species

Average height: From 1.3 to 1.7 meters tall

Skin color: Pale gray with yellowish accents

Eye color: Black

Distinctions: Ability to affect perceptions and pass unnoticed

Homeworld: Stennaros

Attribute Dice: 12D

DEXTERITY 2D/4D

KNOWLEDGE 1D/3D+2

MECHANICAL 2D/3D+2

PERCEPTION 3D/5D+1

STRENGTH 2D/3D+2

TECHNICAL 2D/3D+2

Special Abilities:

         Shifting: The Stennes Shifter uses its shifting ability to conceal itself in large crowds. This counts as

an action. In crowds of 20-50 individuals, a Stennes Shifter gains +1D to sneak rolls. In crowds of 51-75

individuals, a Shifter gains +2D. In crowds of 76-100, the bonus increases to +3D. In crowds over 100

individuals, a Shifter gains +4D. This shifting affects everybody, except telepathic-resistant beings like

Hutts.

         Feed on Force: Stennes Shifters can feed on Force Points or Character Points spent in their

presence, on a successful Perception test against the targets Control or Willpower, the Stennes Shifter

can absorb a Force or Character Point spent in their presence. This means the character spending the

point loses it as usual, but gains none of the advantages from spending it, and the Stennes Shifter adds it

to their total.

Story Factors:

         Legendary: Though many people have heard of Stennes Shifters, the existence of the species is

considered only a legend.

Move: 8/10

Description: he Stennes Shifters were a sentient, Near-Human species native to the planet of Stennaros.

They were biological offshoots of the Stennes and resembled their kin in appearance, with ashen-gray

skin riddled with dark veins and small knobs, a slight body, heavy-lidded eyes, and gaunt cheeks that

gave them a skull-like visage. Yet the Shifters had several unique abilities that set them apart from their

mainline cousins, all of which were rooted in an innate sensitivity to the Force. Foremost was their ability



to pass unseen using a form of telepathy. A Stennes Shifter could use this talent to disappear into a

crowd. Shifters also were able to feed on the Force expended by beings around them. Such abilities

earned the Stennes Shifters the alternate name of Force-eaters.

Environmental pressures shunted the Stennes Shifters along a different developmental path from their

baseline cousins; their extra capacities to hide and sap Force energy helped the Shifters as both hunters

and prey in their homeworld's ecosystem. However, such abilities also made the Shifters seem

frightening and suspicious to both the mainline Stennes and to outsiders. Thus, the Shifters constantly

found themselves persecuted, hunted, and—when discovered—killed. As offworlders took to eradicating

the Shifters—including the Jedi Order in one particularly bloody conflict circa 5000 BBY—the planet

became pocked with artillery craters in attacks that killed Stennes Shifters and standard Stennes alike.

The Stennes turned on their Shifter kin, forcing them to flee their own homeworld or to use their natural

powers to escape detection and assimilate into society. Over time, the Shifter population fell; by the days

of the Galactic Empire, they were numbered at no more than several million, and the Shifters were

regarded as little more than legend by many in the galaxy. Coupled with their indistinguishable

appearance from mainline Stennes, such anonymity allowed some Shifters to blend into galactic society.

Those who capitalized on their powers of misperception found work in fringe occupations, such as

thieves, spies, or informants.

Biology and appearance

The Stennes Shifters were a species of sentient, mammalian Near-Humans native to the planet of

Stennaros. They were closely related to the Stennes species, from whom they evolved. Like standard

Stennes, Shifters were generally quite thin, with a humanoid body of two arms, two legs, a torso, and a

head in the same general proportions as a Human. Their hands featured five digits apiece, each capped

by a fingernail. Shifters stood between 1.3 and 1.7 meters tall.

The Shifter visage was composed of two eyes, a nose, a mouth, and rounded ears on the sides of the

head. Members of the species had no noticeable lips, and their black eyes were recessed into the skull

and rimmed by dark circles. Coupled with their pale, gray skin, their features made Shifters appear to

outsiders like morose ghosts with skull-like faces. In at least some Shifters, yellowish blotches and dark,

purplish veins marbled the rough skin.

Although their physiology gave no indication of special abilities, Stennes Shifters possessed a form of

telepathy that allowed them to cloud the perceptions of others and thus allow the Shifter to go unnoticed.

Those familiar with the ability often mistook it for shape-shifting, but it altered only the observer's

perceptions, not the Shifter's physical form. The power only worked in situations when multiple entities

were present; a Shifter could not pass unnoticed without a crowd in the area, and the ability was most

potent in crowds of 100 beings or more. Members of the Hutt species and artificial optic devices, such as

cameras and droid photoreceptors, could not be fooled by the Shifters' power.

Scientists speculated that the Stennes Shifter's mind-clouding was a manifestation of the Force, and,

indeed, all Shifters were Force-sensitive. Rumors made them "Force vampires," able to sap others of the

Force energy that flowed through them. Such stories had some basis in fact, as Shifters indeed could

gain power from Force-users around them. However, the faculty only allowed a Shifter to absorb



expended Force energy, that channeled within the vicinity of a Stennes Shifter. The Shifter then could

absorb the exuded energy for his or her own use—but not tap into unused Force potential. Those

conscious of a Shifter's attempt to absorb such Force power could willfully resist the Shifter's absorption.

These abilities earned the Shifters an alternate name: Force-eaters.

Society and culture

Within the confines of their home star system, Stennes Shifters exhibited the same affable nature and

cultural advancement as baseline Stennes. However, they suffered from two layers of persecution. For

one, non-Stennes distrusted the Shifters, fearful of their capabilities to pass unnoticed and to sap away

the strength of others. Such prejudices were mostly unwarranted; while some Shifters did live as hunters

and killers, such persecution forced many others to keep constant watch for aggressors. Secondly, even

baseline Stennes turned against the Shifters in their species' history, attempting to eradicate the Shifters

from the population of their mutual homeworld, Stennaros. Thus most Shifters lived inconspicuous lives,

attempting to escape undue attention by laying low, pretending to be regular Stennes, and using their

natural gifts of camouflage. Shifters could wear standard humanoid clothing, such as shirts, trousers,

boots, and belts. Some members of the species received cybernetic implants. Shifters could wield

standard weapons, such as blasters.

History

The Stennes Shifters evolved on the planet of Stennaros, separating from the mainline Stennes during

the ancient history of the Galactic Republic. Unlike their baseline counterparts, the Shifters evolved their

capacity to alter the perceptions of others as a technique both to evade predators on their homeworld

and to obtain prey of their own.

As the Stennes sector was colonized from afar and new settlers spread throughout it, prejudices against

the Shifters spread. Outsiders took to hunting Shifters for sport or from fear. Stennaros itself became the

target of pogroms to wipe out the Shifters, and violent campaigns left its surface pocked with craters from

artillery strikes. In one incident, approximately 5,000 years before the Battle of Yavin, the Shifters faced

the Jedi Order in a conflict, which convinced the Jedi that the Shifters were a dangerous threat.

Prejudices against the Shifters ran so deep that mainline Stennes suffered as well. Eventually, the non-

Shifter Stennes turned on their kin. The Stennes adopted xenophobic programs to detect Shifters in the

general population and then eradicate them. Thousands of persecuted Shifters considered themselves to

have lost a homeworld.

By the time of the Galactic Civil War, Stennaros had fallen within the bounds of the Har Worlds sector of

the Expansion Region, but the Stennes Shifters nearly had been wiped out. Records of the species' early

history were lost over the millennia so that, by the time of the Galactic Empire, the remaining data was

difficult to understand. Imperial estimates suggested that as few as a thousand Shifters—and no more

than several million—remained in the galaxy. Nevertheless, Imperial interest in the Shifters remained; the

Imperial Liaison Officer of Sentientology Studies, Major Vontenn, ordered the Human sentientologist Obo

Rin to research the Stennes Shifters and add an entry on them to the scientist's work-in-progress, the

Catalog of Intelligent Life in the Galaxy.

Stennes Shifters in the galaxy



Although some Stennes Shifters attempted to pass as baseline Stennes on their home planet, other

Shifters took the attitude that they had no homeworld of which to speak. Instead, these Shifters

immigrated to other worlds, where they used their natural talents in careers as informants, spies, and

thieves. Nevertheless, Shifters at large had to keep on their guard, since Humans and other species

considered them untrustworthy at best, deadly at worst. While most non-Stennes dismissed the Shifters

as legends with no basis in fact, those who encountered the so-called Force vampires reacted with

occasional intrigue but, more often, terror.

Trinto Duaba was a Stennes Shifter active during the Galactic Civil War. He enjoyed disappearing into

crowds and observing others—without himself being observed. Duaba wore a hooded cloak to mask his

features, and he sported cybernetic implants in his temples. He earned his living by identifying anyone

wanted by the Galactic Empire and then informing the police or bringing the wanted person in himself.

Duaba was present at Chalmun's Spaceport Cantina on the planet Tatooine in 0 BBY when the Human

Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi hired the services of the Human smuggler Han Solo and and his Wookiee

first mate, Chewbacca. He patronized the cantina again later that year when the Empire declared a

curfew on the planet. Duaba was forthright about his species with at least one individual: he talked at

length with the Shi'ido Senior Anthropologist Vandolae about the Stennes Shifters. The information later

reached the Imperial sentientologist Obo Rin. 
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